RESOLUTION VI – REPUBLIC OF AUSTRIA
THEME: POLITICAL AND SOCIAL RIGHTS
CONCERN: DEMOCRATIC CHOICE OF MIGRATION POLICIES BY SOVEREIGN NATIONS
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY,
Saluting

The defenders of the dominant cosmopolitan ideology for their apparent benevolence
and pseudo-humanism, despite the intellectual dishonesty more than sufficiently
demonstrated and the striking hypocrisy they show,

Understanding

The legitimate and numerous concerns of the nations living in territories subject to
massive immigration, which is imposed by political and economic elites who use it
shamelessly for deeply immoral personal interests,

Recalling

That the rejection of the current migratory model constitutes above all the rejection of
an unpleasant mass phenomenon and not a demonstration of hatred or contempt
towards the people resulting from immigration themselves and that fleeing from an
economic, political or conflict situation does not solve it in any way,

Observing

That the Western governments of genuine right (fallaciously called far right by their
detractors) have put in place policies that have been largely beneficial to their people
and whose application has in no way confirmed the fascist danger heralded by the
mainstream ideology for decades,

Shocked

By the idea that one may not see a threat to sovereignty, to the right of peoples to
dispose of themselves and to democracy in the idea of confiscating the right of nations
around the world to choose who crosses the legitimate borders of their territories,

Decides

To establish as a necessary and inherent condition of a democratic system that the
peoples themselves choose the rates, laws and conditions relating to immigration by
direct voting and referendum;
- To encourage as soon as possible, through the opening of a new UN institution,
dialogue between nations to organize the remigration of foreigners rejected for
clandestinity or poor social or cultural integration.

The French text is binding.
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